
ALPHATECH SOLUTIONS L.L.C

C O M P A N Y P R O F I L E



Exceptional Engineers Go Beyond Expectations

Welcome to the New Green Era of Facility Management
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 About us

Alphatech Solutions LLC established in the year of 2012, as a contracting firm,

based in Dubai,

United Arab Emirates, With practical experience of versatility, Alphatech Solutions

LLC offers a complete range of high-end services of commercial and residential

projects.

We are a full Facility Management Contracting firm specializing in comprehensive

interior detailing and space planning. Clients who want high quality service coupled

with a highly professional and dedicated workforce choose Alphatech Solutions LLC.

Our clientele includes hotels, restaurants, financial institutions, corporate facilities and

luxury Homes. With a team of highly skilled and experienced professionals, we are

equipped to undertake interior design projects of any size. From small scale

re-modelling to large-scale renovations, our focus is always on quality.

Our interior designing professionals prepare turnkey packages and provide complete

project

Management support — from procurement and budget management to delivery and

installation ensuring that our clients get exactly what they are looking for without

looking elsewhere!
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 Our Vission

To be the world's contractor and Employer of Choice by Safely and provide quality

services that exceeds the expectations of our esteemed customers.

 Our Mission

To build long term relationships with our customers and clients and provide

exceptional customer services by pursuing business through innovation and advanced

technology.

 Our Specialization

ATS speciality is in providing design solutions as below ,

Our core area of operation and expertise is in commercial buildings. We have done a

number of main contracting as well as subcontracting jobs in high profile commercial

buildings which covered practically all segments of the commercial interior projects.

For any commercial or residential interior design project, our team of professionals is

fully responsible for preparation of complete turnkey package with all project details

from initial conception phase to the final installation. We provide an exceptional

service at every level of the project including overall project management of your

interior design changes.

 Residential

As one of the well-known facility management design firms in the United Arab

Emirates, Alphatech Solutions LLC specializes in creating spectacular one-of-a-kind

interiors for exclusive private residences, Yachts, planes and so on.

 Commercial

ATS excels at creating exceptional common spaces for commercial projects. Whether

it is a clubhouse,condominium or hotel lobby and amenities, executive office

suite,ATS will work within your budget to dramatically enhance any commercial

development.
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 Our Core Values

Client Centric

Our approach is focused on our client: We are proud of always thinking in terms of

what is best for the client; offering solutions that are not only theoretical but workable;

and being responsible for leading the client along the path to success.

Professional Excellence

We offer services of superb quality based on our accumulated, extensive and profound

knowledge and experience. As a true leader in the industry, we also strive constantly

to explore new services.

Power of Diversity

We share a corporate culture of mutually respecting individual capability, and in turn,

helping one another to grow. Our growth is the client’ s growth.

Collaboration/Collegiality

We amass all ATS individual capability into our corporate power. In working as a

team that includes the client, we also share a common goal with the client and take

full advantage of each other’ s wisdom and experience. Our solutions will necessarily

be realistic and become an intrinsic part of the client’ s business.

New Global Dimension

We know how to proceed with our business,

absorbing all best practices in the world as our own

while respecting the locally prevailing value systems.

Our global and regional experience and network

enable us to offer services leading to the results that

are specific to the client.
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 Safety in Construction Site

 Use the proper tool for the designated task.

 Protect your ears and eyes.

 Always be aware of your surroundings.

 Don’t use damaged tools.

 Don’t leave materials or debris abandoned.

 Always inspect a ladder or stairs.

 Always wear appropriate clothing and shoes.

 First aid kits must be available.

 A hard hat will protect you if there’s a risk of falling objects.

 Wear gloves

 Wear goggles

 Wear a breathing mask at all times.

 Wear a Safety shoe.
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 Services Offered

We have vast experience in the following aspects of commercial and residential

designing. A brief of some of the services are as follows:

 Painting

ATS provides a complete artistic service to

accentuate the design, setting and elegance

of stylish houses, apartments, townhouses,

units and offices. Our world-class painting

services can help you ensure that client

requirements are fulfilled and quality is up

to the mark.

 Joinery Works

ATS specializes in customize, proposal

traditional joinery manufacture and

installation. These include but are not

Limited to purpose made joinery ranging

from doors, windows, frames staircases,

bars and counters.Our completed projects

have ranged from shop fittings, including

the supply and fit of reception counters to

building on-site exhibition trade stands.

 Wall Furnishing

ATS provides a variety of services related

To wall furnishings. From the simplest of

designs changing the mood of the room to

complex design changing the complete per

-spective of how a room is looked at. Our

services, when contracted perfectly balance
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 Gypsum BoardWork

ATS provides a variety of services related to Gypsum

board is often called drywall, wallboard, or plaster

board. It differs from other panel-type building

products,such as plywood, hardboard, and fiberboard,

because of its noncombustible core and paper facers.

When joints and fastener heads are covered with a

joint compound system, gypsum wall board creates

a continuous surface suitable for most types of

interior decoration.

 Aluminium & Glass Work
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 Commercial & Residential Flooring

Changing the flooring scheme of a particular commercial or residential outfit can

substantially enhance the elegance of that outfit. ATS strongly believes in this design

philosophy and thus provides extensive flooring services in its bouquet of services.

Commercial Flooring ( Cold Store )

Industrial & Cold Store Flooring with

P.U coating.

Residential Flooring (Parquet Flooring)
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Residential Flooring (ceramic tiles)

 Kitchen

The range of kitchen cabinet design

Ideas can seem almost endless, but the

truth is that kitchen cabinet styles gen

-erally fall into a few main categories,

one of which is sure to suit your design

tastes. By browsing design ideas And

helpful kitchen cabinet pictures, you

Should have no trouble settling on the

style that's right for your home.

More than just the finest cabinetry and

Superb craftsmanship, ATS offers inter

-ior design creativity that makes it pos

-sible for every project to become a sta

-tement of a client’s style. ATS thus

ensures that you can provide world class

Services for a client’s requirement.
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 Electrical Work

Our capabilities and service cover

all aspects of electrical work inclu

-ding the new constructions,tenant

fit out and engineering/maintenance.

Our reputation for quality workman

-ship and work ethics has made us to

decode one of the strongest and

Reliable contractor in Dubai.

 Plumbing Work

We offer end-to-end, start-to-finish

Plumbing services from friendly,

qualified experts. We have a solid

reputation in the residential and com

-mercial plumbing market as a fair ,

Honest and service oriented organi

-zation that delivers the highest quality

professional plumbing.

 Air Conditioner

Apart from above we have best ser

-vices solution for Air conditioning

to cover the all requirements for

commercial, residential and industr

-ial projects.
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 Conclusion

We always try to do the best as possible according to the client requirements within

the agreed time frame to deliver the cost effective and best solution by following all

standards / health & safety etc. before handing over the project to the client.

Contact us

Alphatech Solutions L.L.C Contact Numbers

Postal Address +971 4 255 6848 ( T )

P.O.BOX : 4716 +971 4 255 6846 ( F )

Dubai ,U.A.E. Email: alphatech@alphatechllc.com

Web: www.alphatechae.com Web: www.alphatechae.com
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http://www.alphatechllc.ae
http://www.alphatechllc.ae

